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Research questions

• How do young Japanese salarymen feel about 

their bodies and sense of being a man in a 

contradictory context of social requirements 

regarding men’s physical attractiveness and 

their responsibilities as workers, husbands and 

fathers?

• What is the significance of body as means to 

achieve recognition in the society?



Bodybuilding as means for self-
control

“it is one of paradoxes of modernity that if one feels 
unable to exert influence over an increasingly complex 
society, one can at least affect the size, shape and 
appearance of one’s body” (Shilling 2012: 9) 

Taking into consideration that self-control is one of the 
required attributes of hegemonic masculinity embodied 
by the category of salaryman, bodybuilding project 
might become one of very limited possibilities to 
experience and express one’s sense of power and ability 
for self-control in the context of salaryman’s
‘dependent masculinity’



Research Methodology

Method: semi-structured in-depth interviews with Japanese 
salarymen (26) and semi-structured interviews with 
specialists of body care practices (10)

Informants: married and single salarymen aged 24-35 with 
university education; body care specialists in 3 areas: sports, 
beauty work and recovery practices

The age category of the informants is based on the age categories used in 
Japan‘s National Institute of Population and Social Security Research 
surveys (Attitudes towards marriage and family among Japanese singles 
(2010), Fourth National Survey on Family (2008), which encompasses two 
age categories (24-29 and 30-34), representing the age of Japanese males 
when they establish themselves as full-time employees and enter marriage.

Site and time of research: Tokyo area, September-December 
2013



‘Masculine’ physical appearance as means 

for achieving social rewards

(based on social exchange theory by Blau 1964)

-Why does physical appearance matter?

-What physical features express masculinity, which 
brings social rewards?

-By what means salarymen try to achieve the 
desired appearance?



Salaryman masculinity

• Salarymen are otherwise called kigyō senshi企業
戦士 (corporate warriors)

after the World War II salaryman as a 
masculine ideal replaced military masculinity of 
samurai as well as farmer masculinity. (comp. 
Dasgupta 2013)



Salaryman masculinity: ‘hard’ and ‘soft’

Kōha masculinity (‘hard’)

Gaman (endurance)

Makoto (sincerity)

Isshin (single-minded 
commitment)

Loyalty

Self-sacrificing

Self-control

Respect for order

Nanpa masculinity (‘soft’)

Beauty

Purity

Youthfulness

Sensitivity

Intelligence



Samurai code: moral   beautiful   strong

Beauty= purity

Purity of mind and body= 

ability for self-control and discipline

“What is beautiful must be strong, vivid and 

brimming with energy. This is the first 
principle; the second is that what is moral 
must be beautiful” (Mishima’s Yukio Mishima on 

Hagakure: The Samurai Ethic and Modern Japan (1967); recited 
from Mason 2011: 80)



The main areas of salarymen’s
concern over their bodies

• Excess weight

• Hair loss (baldness)

• Excess body and facial hair

• Skin problems (acne, pimples etc.)

Aim: clean and youthful appearance



Connotations of seiketsukan
(cleanliness)

Self-control

Respect for 
orderReliability

Endurance
(gaman)

Warrior 
masculinity 

features



Self-control and seiketsukan

It‘s the image of self-control. When you control 
yourself properly, you create this image that you 
can also manage properly at work, and as I said 
before, it means you can manage well your family 
and home affairs etc. , right? Talking about fat 
people, there is this image “smelly” or so. Well, in 
winter it’s still OK, but it’s especially in summer, 
right? Probably rather those who are fat make 
the impression that they aren’t capable at work. 
(Informant Y, 28)



Respect for order and reliability

Finally, I think it’s a symbol. In my opinion, not growing a beard is a
sign that it’s probably a person with the same way of thinking as I
am. If there enters a man with a beard, I’d start thinking that maybe
his values are different than ours, and if a man wears the same
clothes, the same…shares the same culture of shaving beard, well, I
don’t know exactly what is the meaning of this, but in the sense of
culture, if one shares this symbolic culture, then our way of thinking
should be similar, so probably we’ll understand each other, and I
think it’s a base for trustworthy relations. I think so. I think so,
right? In this sense it’s a symbol. I think it’s a symbol. If here comes
a man with beard and in a suit with lots of personality in it, during
the negotiations, while working, I’ll think and think that he’s
different, and it’s scary. It’s scary to trust him. So, because you don’t
want to be like this, you have to shave beard, wear a suit according
to the same rules, and so you’ll demonstrate image like “this is a
friend”. I think so. (Informant S, 24)



Gaman

Well, things remain, right? Like photos, like video 
records. Of course, I thought I‘d like to show 
myself in the most perfect, most representative 
condition. Because well, it would be pitiful if my 
wife had to listen to things like „your husband is 
fat“, and myself, I wouldn‘t like to be told this. On 
the contrary, I thought it would be good if they 
said something like „oh, he lost even 15 kilos by 
the wedding“, „your husband really tried hard“. 
(Yamato, 28)



Gaman2

Suppress yourself and serve. This way, how to say, having the sense of 
self-sacrifice, I think this is one aspect of masculinity.

{…}

Then, I was told by the boss „Can you really do that?“ and I thought 
„Let‘s do it“. My workplace is totally men‘s workplace, all 
employees are men. When they teased me and kept saying „Can you 
really do that?“, I decided „OK, let‘s do that.“ This has become a 
reason, as I felt annoyed. Then it stuck to my mind.

I did training as hard as earlier (before becoming a salaryman- my 
note), but well... My work finishes late, so I only could do it once, 
sometimes twice a week...but I did it hard, 4 hours at once or so. 
Always...Also I think in the beginning the restriction of food is 
extremely difficult. I almost didn‘t eat, only food supplements inside 
a train, now I am already coming back to normal, but only eat two 
meals a day. (Informant O, 25)



Expression of one’s individuality
• In search for compromise between appearance 

required from salarymen and one’s individual 
self-expression (hair style, beard, clothing)

-rebellious acting;

-searching for job that allows individual self-expression;

-trying to fit the image of a shakaijin as an inevitable 
sequence of one’s life course.



Social and personal awards of an 
attractive bodily appearance

• Self-confidence

• Good relations with colleagues and clients at 

work

• Good relations with a girlfriend/a spouse

Hmm, I think rather than other people‘s attitude, it‘s my own self-

confidence that would rise if I had a body I like. If I feel there is 

something missing, I‘d like to change something, I don‘t have 

confidence, but if I had ideal body as I understand it, my confience 

would fill these gaps. (Informant T, 34)



I’ve never had an experience of being popular

in my life, but I’d like to be popular. If it were

possible. (…) Well, different women would like

me, so I could have a freedom to choose. You

know, like this one is the most beautiful, this

one is the best character, this one is the

richest and so on and so on. And imagine, I

choose for example number two (laughs). The

best of the best. And when I’m not popular, I

can’t choose. (Informant A, 26)



The main practices used to achieve 
the desired body

• Diet

• Sports

• Esute slimming procedures

• Lympha massage

Weight control

• Beard depilation

• Body depilation

• Hair growth treatment

• Hair dyeing

• Hair styling

Hair 

• Cosmetic products (lotions, creams, nose packs 
etc.)

• Facial esute

• Cosmetic devices (steamers, massagers)

Smooth facial 
skin

• Teeth correction

• Make upOthers





Sports
• Problems in continuing sports 

activities

• Team sports as the most 

masculine form of training 

kōha values: gaman, self-

sacrificing, loyalty, discipline etc.

• Gym training   

nanpa values: hosomacho, lean 

body, firm and flexible body



This is not America or Europe, where you

love such heroes as Superman. No no, this is

Japan, and here such massive men are not

popular at all. Women don’t like such men.

Hosomacho, you know hosomacho? Young

men want to be hosomacho, so they ask how

to do weight training correctly so that they

don’t get too much muscles. Yes yes, this is it.

(Gym trainer)



Salarymen’s attitude to body care 
practices

• Loyalty

• Discipline

• Desire for quick results (gambaru for short 

time)

Self-confidence

Popularity



If a man thinks he is fat, or the 

doctor advised him to lose some 

weight, but he hates running 

(ha ha ha), going to gym is 

annoying…here if he lays down, 

just like that, he gets it while 

lying down. (Esute manager)



To conclude

The image of ‘masculine’ appearance among young Japanese salarymen is 
perceived in a narrow way based on traditional attributes of Japanese ‘hard-
type’ masculinity. 

The ‘soft type’ of masculinity, which is perceived as ‘non-masculine’, brings 
more social rewards than ‘masculine’ masculinity, therefore the appearance 
representing this type is prioritized and strived for inside the limits of 
freedom available as a salaryman.

Compromising one’s sense of masculinity by re-interpreting traditional
attributes of Japanese masculinity, such as physical strength, endurance, 
self-sacrifice, being able to support one’s family etc., and expressing these 
characteristics in new ways through ‘soft’ bodily appearance.

Creation of  new models for hegemonic masculinity?


